


DC Shorts 2009 by the numbers....

220K+ was spent by festival organizers, the audience and filmmakers in the Penn Quarter 

neighborhood over the course of 3 days of competition and 5 days of general screenings.
 
100 films were screened from16 countries which were selected from more than 760 entries.  103 

filmmakers attended the event from 6 countries and 12 states.
 
4,081 tickets were sold -- an increase of 40% over 2008.  In addition, 37 VIP passes were purchased 

for the 22 screenings, of which 7 were sold out.  
 
446 people attended "Best of DC Shorts" screenings.

Filmmakers stayed in 25 hotel rooms and 26 private homes during the competition weekend, 

resulting in over $17,324 in hotel and transportation charges.
 
The VIP and filmmaker reception was attended by more than 143 guests at Gibson Guitar's private 

showroom, consuming 400 mini burgers and pizza rolls from Matchbox.
 
432 film lovers attended the Grand Bash at on U. S. Navy Memorial Plaza and Heritage Center, 

consuming 2,200 hors d'oeuvres, 4 kegs of beer, 50 bottles of wine and 24 bottles of vodka.
 
122 "feed-a-filmmaker" passes were distributed to visiting filmmakers, who ate 157 meals at our 

sponsors' restaurants, leaving $314 worth of tips, and consuming an additional $3,660 worth of 

food and beverages.
 
2,586 audience members also purchased meals in Penn Quarter, eating $37,137 worth of food 

and beverages, spending $4,426 in gratuities.
 
2,652 attendees arrived by Metro, with an average of  $3,580 of fares purchased. Another 244 

people parked their cars — many in area garages, totaling $2,928 in parking charges.  There was a 

55% decrease in the use of cars to arrive to the festival -- making for a greener audience!  
 
15,000 postcards and 8,000 catalogs — all with sponsors' logos — were distributed at more 

than 36 restaurants and 95 shops in the neighborhood, and handed out to 1,200 people at the 

Arts-On-Foot celebration.
 
25.695 people visited our web site, dcshorts.com, during the week, viewing 52,893 pages, 

including 844 hits to the listing of sponsors, resulting in 414 clicks through to their web sites.
 
Our media machine was able to generate an additional 15 newspaper articles, 16 community and 

newspaper listings, 5 segments on radio and TV,  and 30 blog entries consisting of listings and full 

articles/reviews.  Our total media coverage reached an total audience of more than 3,500,000 

unique individuals.

Information compiled  from after-event surveys to audience members, filmmakers and festival staff.  Numbers are averages and have been calculated from sample data.



Summary of the Events

Opening Night Screening
On Thursday, we welcomed more than 100 filmmakers and 520 audience members to the opening 

night screening which showed in two venues.  The quirky "Forever's Not Do Long",  walked away with 

the Audience Favorite award for the night.   While both screenings played to large audiences, it was 

the hip and exclusive VIP party that the filmmakers talked about for days. 

VIP/Filmmaker Reception
More than 150 revelers attended the VIP/Filmmaker Reception hosted by Gibson party hosted at 

the private Gibson Guitar showroom was a great success. Johnny Depp, a wax figure provided by 

Madame Tussaud's, loomed in the background, as guests munched on miniburgers and crabcakes 

provided by Matchbox, and beverages by Stella Artois, Ketel One and Barefoot Wines.  This 

smaller affair is one of the filmmakers' favorites, as the intimate nature of the party allows for easy 

conversation in a relaxed atmosphere. 

Filmmaker Seminars
DC Shorts was pleased to present two seminars from renowned indie filmmaker, Kelley Baker, and 

a special presentation by Sonia Feigenbaum of the National Endowment for the Humanities.  More 

than 100 visiting and local filmmakers, college students and industry professionals attended each 

presentation, and learned about film distribution, budgeting, tips for creating a feature film on a 

budget of less than $5,000, and so much more. From our surveys, filmmakers felt that access to these 

seminars provided crucial information for their future projects. 

Friday and Saturday Screenings
Filmmakers were delighted to see that most of the weekend's shows were sold out, or played to near-

capacity.  The second venue (U.S. Navy Memorial) allowed us to accommodate more patrons -- which 

is one reason for the 40% increase in tickets sold.  In between screenings, filmmakers spent time at 

one of the many restaurants which participated in the Feed-a-Filmmaker program.

The Grand Bash
Greeted by search lights illuminating the downtown skies, guests were graciously welcomed by 

DC Shorts volunteers and an army of paparazzi to the Grand Bash party at the U.S. Navy Memorial.  

TheBrunoSound rocked out on the Plaza, while delicious hors d'oeuvres supplied from Whole 

Foods on P Street were served.  A special cocktail was created by Ketel One, and Stella Artois.  Guest 

and Filmmakers mingled together discussing everything from their favorite shorts to upcoming 

production projects. 

Arts-on-Foot Free Family Films
The Free Family Screenings at both theater locations were attended by a record audience of over 

250 people. Feedback from parents and kids was enthusiastic.  Following the screening at the U.S. 

Navy Memorial, the Greenbelt Doggie Drill Team demonstrated their unique formations on the Plaza, 

attracting dozens of families and passersbys.  At the Arts-on-Foot tent,  Madam Tussaud's supplied a 

figure of Robin Williams, who greeted guests as volunteers passed out more than 500 catalogs.

Awards Brunch
Hosted through the generosity of Clyde's of Gallery Place, more than 130 filmmakers and guests 



attended the Awards Brunch.  Prizes from Apple Computer, Showbiz Software, and Gibson Guitar were 

distributed to the honored filmmakers.  The custom trophies created by the Washington Glass School 

were presented by festival founder, Jon Gann.  In total, 16 awards were presented (6 filmmaker awards 

and 10 Audience Favorites.)

Best of DC Shorts Screening
DC Shorts ended the week of film by presenting two different showcases of the award-winning films.  

Both evening shows played to sold-out houses — over 500 people attended!  We will present the 

showcases again during the winter months.

Live Script Reading
This year, we spun the DC Shorts Screenplay Competition off to help create the new venture — ScriptDC, 

the region's largest screenwriting conference.  This project is a cooperative effort between DC Shorts, 

Women in Film & Video,  TIVA-DC and the Actors' Center.   103 screenplays were received, and 6 finalists 

will be read in front of a live audience on October 17.  The audience will choose their favorite script, and 

the winner will receive a $2,000 prize, and a guaranteed screening in DC Shorts 2010. 

Audience Feedback and Survey Results

Within a week of the festival, online surveys were completed by 87 audience members (a sample size of 

4.6%)  The percentages are followed by the number of respondents. 

What did you think of...

 EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD POOR

General quality of the films  33.3% 37.5% 25.0% 0.0% 

Entertainment value of the films  33.3 37.5 20.8 0.0 

Theatrical Venues 50.0 41.7 4.2 0.0 

Seating Procedures/Queues  21.7 17.4 47.8 0.0

Opening Credits and Graphics  29.2 25.0 33.0 0.0

Text Voting through Verizon/Vibes 17.4 13.7 34.8 8.0 

Quality of Projection  39.1 39.1 17.4 0.0 

Question & Answer Sessions  8.7 34.8 26.1 0.00 

Festival Program Guide  37.5 41.7 12.5 0.00

dcshorts.com website  37.5 16.7 37.5 8.3 

Email blasts  31.8 27.3 27.3 4.5

Our Volunteers and Staff  50.0 25.0 12.5 0.0 

Our Sponsors  37.5 29.2 12.5 0.0



How did you find out about DC Shorts 2009?

dcshorts.com web site   28.0%

Google/Yahoo/Web Search   4.0

On Tap Magazine (print or blog)  16.0

Washington Post or Express   16.0

Blogs or Listserves    12.0

Other newspaper or magazine  4.0

Email blast from dcshorts.com  28.0

Family, friend or filmmaker   40.0

Festival Demographics
Audience Members:    Filmmakers in Attendance:
37% Male     56% Male

63% Female     44% Female

33% are between the ages of 18-29   39% are between the ages of 18-29

31% between 30-39    42% between 30-39

17% between 40-50    19% between 40-50

51% live in Washington, DC    14% live in the Washington, DC metropolitan area

22% in Maryland     75% traveled from other cities in the US

18% in Virginia     11% traveled from outside the US

9% from out of the metropolitan area

Media Coverage
Our media coordinator, Laura Gross, was able to secure media coverage in dozens of newspapers, 

magazines, blogs and community listings. A complete list of our media coverage is available at 

www.dcshorts.com/contact/media.html.  A summary of the outlets that covered DC Shorts 2009 are: 

  NEWSPAPERS & MAGAzINES    BLOGS    OTHER

 The Washington Post (multiple sections)  Penn Quarter Living  Comcast Newsmaker

 On Tap Magazine    Daily Candy   WUSA Morning Show

 The Washington Times    DCist    NewsChannel 8

 The Hill Rag     GoingOutGuide   WAMU Radio

 The Connection Newspapers   MetroBlogs: DC

 Washington Jewish Week   The Short Films Blog    

 Washingtonian Magazine   Stylemaster   

 Moviemaker Magazine    DC Examiner 

 The Hoya     Where Traveler

 The Georgetown Voice    About.com

 The Eagle     The Independent

 The Hilltop



Thoughts from Filmmakers

I loved this festival. It was by far the most filmmaker friendly and techichally advanced. My film never 

looked better. Excellent!  Thank you for having us at your festival.

"Visiting the DC Shorts Festival was like meeting family that I hadn't seen for ages. It felt a bit as a 

home coming."

"DC Shorts is, hands down, the best festival I have attended thus far with my short. The projection 

quality, sound quality, and overall presentation (especially the lead-ins and film intros) were fantastic. 

To see so much time, energy and care put into the screening of short films was a true testament of the 

importance of this form of filmmaking, be it art, entertainment or both."

"I was also very impressed with the overall quality of the films selected for the festival, and the 

showcases worked very well as cohesive programs, even when they shifted from drama to comedy to 

documentary (not an easy programming feat)."

"Thank you for a wonderful experience. I only hope I can cobble together another short in the not-so-

distant future that will measure up to the standards of DC Shorts."

"I just wanted to thank you for a great introduction into film festivals.  This was my first, and from what 

I heard from the other filmmakers, it was one of the best organized film festivals across the board.  It 

was a pleasure to meet someone so obviously passionate about film making AND filmmakers.  I truly 

respect the job you are doing and the encouragement you give to growing filmmakers (like myself ).  

Thanks again for a great time in DC!  I hope to see you again soon. "

"I got back to LA late last night. Lots of time on the flight to think about the weekend and your 

festival. I wanted to say again what a pleasure it was to be included in DC Shorts. It is obvious you care 

deeply and work tirelessly to insure the filmmaker is made to feel important. Some festivals are not so 

inclined. Also, I have been to some festivals that some consider to be "big ones" for Shorts with their 

Academy Award qualification status and such. I want you to know that your festival is just as good if 

not better. "

"I just wanted to say congratulations on putting together an outstanding festival this year! I had an 

absolute blast, and every other filmmaker I spoke to only had great things to say! You’re truly doing 

something special Jon! Thanks for everything!"



Thoughts from Audience Members

"I have attended three previos versions of DC Shorts. This year was the best so far!  The quality of the 

films was a level above anything I have seen in the area — heck, anywhere!"

"I think your biggest success is the range and variety of films screened at each showcase. I love this 

festival!"

"The volunteers, committees, interns, and moves and shakers behind the scenes were all awesome. It 

just gets better and better every year! Bravo!"

"Everything was excellent - I brought people from work and they enjoyed the experience."

"Everything was very well done; your hospitality and generosity to filmmakers/writers is unsurpassed. 

A great weekend! Congratulations on a superb performance!"
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The DC Shorts Film 
Festival is funded 
in part by the DC 
Commission on the 
Arts & Humanities, an 
agency supported in 
part by the National 
Endowment for the 
Arts.  

The DC Film Salon 
is supported in part 
by the Morris & 
Gwendolyn Cafritz 
Foundation, the 
MARPAT foundation 
and many others who 
share our vision.

Original design concept 
by Anthony Dihle. 

Web site developed 
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On-screen graphics and 
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by Gene Cowan, Cowan 
Creative.
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